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AAX x86 x64Speaker of the House Paul Ryan and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell

expressed outrage Thursday over what they described as “coercive methods” used by the Senate to
compel a vote on President Trump’s appointment of Judge Merrick Garland to the U.S. Supreme

Court. The House and Senate rules both permit a simple majority vote to block a nominee. And the
Senate’s 60-vote threshold means that even if GOP senators side with Democrats, the nominee still

needs to earn three GOP votes. But Senate Democrats have changed the procedures by which the votes
are taken, in an effort to delay Garland’s confirmation, and Republicans have responded by calling for
the House to block the move. “The Senate, under the leadership of Chuck Schumer and Harry Reid,
has been engaged in this unprecedented display of obstruction to an exceptionally qualified nominee
and it is abundantly clear to the President and the American people that this is the real reason for the

paralysis,” Mr. Ryan said in a statement. “Rather than allow the next President to pick the replacement
for Antonin Scalia, who was a very conservative jurist, the Senate has employed the most extreme

tactics that have ever been used on a nominee. The American people have suffered greatly from these
tactics that have delayed the Supreme Court for nearly a year.” At a joint press conference, Mr.

McConnell and the White House expressed displeasure with Mr. Schumer and Mr. Reid for changing
the Senate’s rules. “The simple fact is the Senate has failed to do its job,” Mr. McConnell said, adding
that he has now released the Democratic Senators who supported a filibuster. “It’s time for the Senate
to return to regular order and actually confirm Judge Garland’s nomination. This is so the Senate can

do its job and so we can move on from a year-long exercise in obstruction that has left millions of
Americans without an opinion on the most profound question facing the Supreme Court for decades.”
In a statement, White House spokesman Raj Shah said, “The president’s unprecedented action today

was intended to overcome the unprecedented obstruction in
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